Trinity School Library Databases

- Contents of these databases are not included in Google or other search engines.
- Databases searched from school and home often require usernames and passwords.
- ( ) are used to set-off login information.
- Contact a librarian for further information and searching help.

Magazine and Newspaper Articles

Academic ASAP
Indexing, abstracts and full-text articles for a core set of scholarly journals and selected general interest titles from 1980 to the present on literature, the arts, science, history, current events and other social sciences. Password (new_log)
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/new11578

JSTOR
Scholarly journal articles from the early 1900s to 5 years ago in literature, the arts, general science, history and other social sciences. Note: You must set up your own MyJSTOR account. Go to the link on my TigerWeb course pages.

1. You will be directed to the Login/Register for MyJSTOR page. Click on “Register” for MyJSTOR link to go to the MyJSTOR Registration page.
2. Complete the required fields to register a unique username and password. A unique email address is required, but the email address may be of any type (Gmail, Hotmail, a school-issued account, etc.).
3. Click “Submit” to register your account. You will be redirected to the new JSTOR main page, where you may use JSTOR as usual.

For subsequent access, go directly to www.jstor.org and select “Login” at the top of the page to enter JSTOR with your username and password.

LexisNexis Scholastic Edition
US and foreign newspaper articles (including NY Times from 1980-present), law journal articles, laws and court decisions. Username (trinityschool) and password (118717).
http://www.lexisnexis.com/scholastic

Nation Digital Archive
Articles, editorials, and reviews on politics, culture, books, and the arts from 1860 to the present. Username (trinity) and password (history).
http://search.epnet.com

New York Review of Books
http://www.nybooks.com

Opposing Viewpoints
A one-stop source for information on today's social issues. Features viewpoint articles, topic overviews, full-text magazine and newspaper articles, primary source documents, statistics, images, podcasts, and WWW links. Password (new_log)
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/new11578

Proquest CultureGrams
Since 1974 this series of in-depth country reports covers the U.S., Canada and 200+ countries. Note: Kids Edition Username (76-5149) and password (bigchalk)
http://www.proquestk12.com/myproducts

Proquest Decades
Features primary and secondary source articles, highlighting key events, movements, people, and places in 20th century America. Username (76-5149) and password (bigchalk)
http://www.proquestk12.com/myproducts

Proquest SIRS Discoverer
Selected articles from leading children's magazines and newspapers. Searching may be limited by reading level, from easy to challenging. Username (76-5149) and password (bigchalk)
http://www.proquestk12.com/myproducts

ProQuest Historical Newspapers (Graphical & Traditional)
Full text and full image (.pdf) articles from the New York Times and major U.S. newspapers. Username (76-5149) and password (bigchalk).
http://www.proquestk12.com/myproducts

ProQuest Online
Index and full text of magazine, newspaper, and journal articles. Username (76-5149) and password (bigchalk).
http://www.proquestk12.com/myproducts

Note: American Periodical Series, APS Online must be selected in the basic search module.

Science Resource Center
Curriculum-related science topics from over 200 magazines and academic journals, experiments, biographies, pictures and illustrations, and links to quality web sites. Password (new_log)
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/new11578

Encyclopedias & other Reference Sources

ARTstor
A digital library of ~550,000 images in the areas of art, architecture, humanities, and the social sciences.
http://www.artstor.org

Cambridge Collections Online
Full-text and full image articles (.pdf) from the Cambridge Companions in Literature and Classics and the Cambridge Companions in Philosophy, Religion and Culture.
http://cco.cambridge.org/login2?dest=%2F
Password (access)

Encyclopedia Britannica Online
Includes articles, selected web sites and a dictionary. Username (@#Trinityschool) and password (Ktwelve) – both are case-sensitive.
http://www.search.eb.com

Encyclopedia of American Studies
A multi-disciplinary source, containing searchable articles and biographies related to the history & culture of the U.S.
http://eas-ref.press.jhu.edu/

**Grove Dictionary of Art Online**
Username (trinityschoolart) and password (grovemusic).
http://www.grovemusic.com

**Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians Online**
Username (trinityschoolmusic) and password (grovemusic).
http://www.grovemusic.com

**History Resource Center: U.S. / World**
Primary documents, reference articles, and full-text journals covering events & people in U.S. and World history. **Password (new_log)**.
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/new11578

**NOVEL-- Databases from NYState Library**
A portal of Thomson Gale databases provided by the state of New York. **Password (empirelink)**.
http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/nysl_me_tsus

**Oxford English Dictionary (OED) Online**
Username (trinityschool) and password (oedonline).
http://dictionary.oed.com

**World Book Online**
Username (trinityschool) and password (worldbook).
http://www.worldbookonline.com